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Let K(s, t) be a continuous function on [0, 1] x [0, I], and let X be the 
linear integral operator induced by the kernel K(s, t) on the space YJO, I]. 
This note is concerned with moment-discretization of the problem of mini- 
mizing /I .Xx - y 1: in the Yz-norm, where y is a given continuous function. 
This is contrasted with the problem of least-squares solutions of the moment- 
discretized equation: s: K(si , t) x(t) dt = y(si), i = 1, 2,..., n. A simple 
commutativitp result between the operations of “moment-discretization” and 
“least-squares” is established. This suggests a procedure for approximating 
Xty (where X+ is the generalized inverse of X), without recourse to the 
normal equation .X*X.x = .X*y, that may be used in conjunction with 
simple numerical quadrature formulas plus collocation, or related numerical 
and regularization methods for least-squares solutions of linear integral equa- 
tions of the first kind. 
1. INTRODUCTION AND PRELIMINARIES 
We consider the integral equation of the first kind, 
(xx) (s) : = i: K(s, t) x(t) dt = y(s), 0 5: s < 1, (1) 
where the kernel K(x, t) is continuous on [0, l] x [0, I] and y is a given 
continuous function on [0, 11. Let (un , a,; pLn) be a singular system of 
K(s, t), i.e., 
u, = &f-Z’, , Z’, = pcL,x*u, ) (4 
where X* is the adjoint of X and {uJ, (.v,} are orthonormal systems of 
functions in &[O, 11. It is well known [16, pp. 1641661 that Eq. (1) has a 
solution x(t) in 2ZZ2[0, l] if and only if 
(Y, u> = 0 for every u E YJO, l] such that K*u = 0, (3) 
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(Here, ( , > denotes the inner product in L&JO, 11). Conditions (3) and (4) 
are also known as Picard’s criterion. It follows from (2) that Us and CL,,” are the 
orthonormalized eigenfunctions and the corresponding eigenvalues, res- 
pectively, of the compact self-adjoint linear operator XT*. Condition (4) 
forces an element y E clA’(Z), the closure of the range of Y, to belong to 
the range of X. For equivalent manifestations of this criterion, see [4]. Since 
9’(X) for a compact linear operator .X is not closed (unless W(X) is a finite 
dimensional subspace), Picard’s criterion for existence of a solution of an 
integral equation of the first kind is more complicated than its counterpart 
for an integral equation of the second kind (where the range of I-AX is 
always closed); the usual Fredholm alternative theorem does not hold in the 
former case. 
\Vhen y #W(X), one may resort to the useful notion of a least-squares 
solution u of (1) defined by 
1) Xu - y 11 = inf{ll Zx - y 1,: .v EL&JO, 11) (5) 
(the norm here is that induced by the inner product on .rtPs[O, 1 I). It is easy to 
show, since W(Z) is not closed, that (1) does not have a least-squares 
solution if the orthogonal projection of y on the closed subspace cld(X) 
is not in .9(X). Moreover, Eq. (1) h as a least-squares solution for all 
y E&‘(X) @ %‘(s?)~. Th e g eneralized inverse of Z, denoted by Xi, is the 
(linear) operator whose maximal domain is B(X+) = L%(X) 01 2(X)1 and 
which associates with each y E 52(X+) the unique least-squares solution of (1) 
of minimal norm. We call X+y, for y EB(X+), the pseudosolution of (1). 
For each y E 9(X+), the set S, of all least-squares solutions of (1) is given by 
s, = 3-t-v f@ Jv(X), (6) 
where M(X) is the null space of X. For an exposition on generalized 
inverse of linear operators, see [lo]. 
Iterative methods (such as successive approximations, steepest descent, 
and conjugate gradient methods) for least-squares solutions of (I) in YJO, l] 
converge as (l/n) (see [8, lo]). Furthermore, since Xt in this case is un- 
bounded and densely defined, the problem (1) is illposed; the pseudo- 
solution %+y does not depend continuously on y for y EL@(X) I%,.2(Y)l 
and does not exist at all for y $92(Z) @ W(X)l. Hence, one has to resort 
to some “regularization” schemes and/or confine attention to specific appro- 
ximation methods, that overcome, under restrictions on the class of admissible 
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solutions, the inherent ill-posedness and numerical instability of this problem. 
See [7, 11, 12, 17, 181 f or some of these methods and for further references. 
The inevitable moment discretization or numerical quadrature plus 
collocation occurs at some stage in many of these methods. 
This note is concerned with the question of “commutativity” of moment- 
discretization and least-squares in this setting. 
2. LEAST-SQUARES SOLUTIONS OF MOMENT DISCRETIZATION OF Xx =J' 
Suppose now that y(s) is known at a finite number of points 
0 < Sl < s* < . . . < & < 1, 
and consider the moment-discretization of (l), namely, 
.l 
1 K(Si ) t) x(t) dt = y(sJ, i = l,..., n. (7) 0 
Let Ki : = K(si , ), yi := y(sJ, and rewrite (7) in the form (x, Ki) = yi , 
i = l,..., n, where the bar denotes conjugate. Define the operator 
T,: c!ZJO, l] + R” by 
Then (7) takes the form 
T,,x = Y,. (8) 
Since %?( T,) is a finite-dimensional space, (8) always has least-squares solu- 
tions, the generalized inverse T,+ exists on 5P, and the set of all least-squares 
solutions of (8) is given by 
9;' = T,+Yn @J'-(T,,). (9) 
The set ,Yr’, defined by (9), coincides with the set of all solutions u of the 
equation 
Tn*T,nu = T,*S,, (10) 
where T,,*, the adjoint of T,, , is given by 
T,*zq = f z$(si , ), 
i=l 
(11) 
where z = (z,r ,..., z’,J’ and the prime denotes transpose. 
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To verify (II), note that 
and 
(T,u, z’> = i (u, Ki> pi = f, ZT~ J’ K(s~ , t) u(t) dt, 
i=l i=l 0 
-1 __ 
<u, T,,*a,~ = J u(t) T,,*a dt = viK(si , t) dt = (T,u, z’, . 0 I 
Now T,,, *T,: dz;[O, l] * L?JO, 11. However, W( T,*T,) is a finite-dimen- 
sional subspace of g2[0, l]; in fact, 
W(T,*T,) = W(T,,*) = span{Kr ,..., EJ. (12) 
Equation (8) has a unique least-squares solution x,* in 9?( Tn*), namely, the 
least-squares solution of minimal L&norm: 
sn*(t) = T,+Y,(t) = f a$(~, t). (13) 
i=l 
As we shall see below, s,,* is a solution of a consistent linear integral equation 
with a degenerate kernel. 
In particular, if 3’ ES?(X), then substituting the right-hand side of (13) 
in (8), one easily finds that s,* is given explicitly by 
x,*( ) = (n , Y2 7..., Yn) Qn’(& 9 K ,***, K)‘, 
where Q,, is the n x n matrix whose ijth element is given by 
(14) 
Q(s~ 7 Sj) = Jy K(Si 3 t) K(Sj 9 t) dt. 
Here Qn+ is the Moore-Penrose generalized inverse of Qn (see [l, 10, 141). 
All least-squares solutions of (8) are of the form s, = T,+E;, + Pz, where 
z is any element in YJO, I] and P is the orthogonal projector of ZJO, I] 
onto N(T); in other words, .x, = x,* + w, where w E [span{%};‘=r]‘. 
Substituting (11) in (lo), we obtain 
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Note that this is an integral equation of a first kind with a degenerate kernel. 
Moreover Eq. (15) is always consistent, even though Eq. (l), which we 
started from, may be inconsistent. 
Moment discretization of (15) on the grid {tr ,.. . , tn} yields 
i ;jlK(s,,++)drj ~~~~~~~~ = iy(si)~(si,tj), i= 1,2,...,n. 
i-1 0 1=1 
(16) 
Note in particular that if the set {K,}~=, is linearly independent, then the 
least-squares solutions of (8) are, in fact, solutions and T,,+Yn is the unique 
solution of minimal-norm. Furthermore, the ai’s in (13) are uniquely deter- 
mined from the system xy=, (Kj , Kij aj =yi, a . = l,..., 71, since the Gram 
matrix [(Ki , Kj>] is nonsingular in this case, so that Qn+ may be replaced 
by Q;’ in (14). 
3. MOMENT DISCRETIZATION OF THE NORMAL EQUATION X*Xx =X*y 
Equation (7) represents the moment discretization of (1) and is quite 
appropriate if y E W(X). However, if y $ W(X) but y E 9(X+), then (1) has 
a least-squares solution that is, equivalently, a solution of the equation 
2P.f.r = x*y. (17) 
Moment discretization of the least-squares problem (5) when y $B(A’) 
should, strictly speaking, be applied to Eq. (17) rather than (1). Noting that 
where 
2-*.Xx = j1 AZ( , t) x(t) dt, 
0 
M(s, t) = j’ if@, s) K(r, t) dr, 
0 
we may write (17) in the form 
jljl {K(Y, s) K(r, t) dr} x(t) dt = \’ @t, s)y(t) dt. 
0 0 ‘0 
For 0 < s1 < s, < ... < s, < 1, we have (Mi , X> = (z*y) (Si), or 
j’ f ’ Kk, si) W, t) x(t) dr dt = 1’ K(t, si)y(t) dt, i = l,..., n. (18) 
0 -0 ‘0 
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Thus, if s is a least-squares solution of (I), then s is a solution of (18). We 
rewrite (IS) as 
jol ;J” K@, f) .+) df( K(r, si) dr = jr Q, si) Jl(r) dF, i=l )...( il. (19) 
0 
Now we discretize the integrals with respect to Y and at this stage use, for 
simplicity, uniform mesh size and also the same mesh for all the preceding 
discretizations. Then (18) becomes 
f ) f’ ~(rj , 1) x(t) dt[ K(Yj , si) = i I?i(Yj , $)2'(Yj) i = I,..., 72, 
j-1 ‘0 I=1 
which is the same system as (16). 
Thus, we have the commutative diagram 
i 
Least squares 
Approximate integral 
by sum over uniform 
mesh 
T,“T,p, = T,*Y 
Moment 
n l Discretization 
2,(t) = i,(t) 
Remark 1. The assumption of uniform and identical mesh sizes led to 
the commutativity relation Z”,(t) = a,(t) (see the diagram) for each n. In 
practice it is more desirable to choose the si most densely where the function 
~1 is changing most rapidly, based on the experimentally observed values of 
J(S). In this case the commutativity relation does not necessarily hold for 
each n; however, it remains valid asymptotically. Full discretization may be 
used to reduce the system of linear relations (16) to a system of matrix 
equations without disturbing the commutativity relation. In particular, one 
may use minimum-variance formulas that take into consideration the inherent 
error in the observed values of the functions (see, for example, [S]). 
Remark 2. The implication of the commutativity relation for numerical 
solutions of the least-squares problem (5) is immediate. One may follow 
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the route of Section 2, applying computational methods for generalized in- 
verses of matrices, and arrive at an approximation to a(t) = (X+y) (t). (For 
a comparison of some direct methods for computing generalized inverses, see 
[15,18] and its corresponding bibliography and the exposition and references 
in [I, 2, 141. For the use of generalized inverses in matrix equations arising 
from discretization of differential and integral operators, see also [9].) 
Remark 3. Generalization to operator equations and abstract discretiza- 
tion schemes [3, 6, 131 is possible in a similar way as, for instance, in [13] 
and may be used in connection with a variety of moment discretization 
problems [6]. In [13] a theory of discretization processes is developed that 
proves that for a wide class of operators, discretization and differentiation 
indeed “commute.” As a by-product of this, Ortega and Rheinboldt [13] 
formalized the observation that in the numerical solution of operator equa- 
tions, discretization followed by Newton’s method results in the same linear 
algebraic system of equations as application of Newton’s method to the 
operator equation followed by discretization. Rates of convergence of 
moment-discretization of least-squares solutions of integral and operator 
equations have been obtained recently by Nashed and Wahba [l I]. 
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